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’ INTRODUCTION

The appeal of (photo)electrochemical water splitting (Scheme 1)
as a means of storing solar energy1 has motivated studies of elec-
trocatalytic water oxidation for more than a half century.2 Investiga-
tions of molecular3 and solid-state4 electrocatalysts capable of
mediatingwater oxidation have targeted the development of catalysts
that operate at lower overpotential and the acquisition ofmechanistic
insights into this critical transformation.

Our own efforts in this area are focused on the development of
electrocatalysts derived from earth abundantmaterials, as alternatives
to noblemetal catalysts, such as RuO2 and IrO2, which are employed
in electrolyzers that operate under acidic conditions (e.g., proton-
exchange membrane electrolyzers).5 Inspired by reports that CoIIIF3
and fluorocobaltate(III) salts oxidize water to O2 with the formation
of HF,6�8 we decided to investigate the electrochemical oxidation of
cobalt(II) in aqueous fluoride electrolyte. HF is a weak acid (pKa =
3.17), andwe speculated that fluoride could act as an effective proton
acceptor and as an oxidatively robust ligand that could moderate the
high Coaq

II/III potential (1.86 V vs normal hydrogen electrode,
NHE)9 toward the thermodynamic potential for O2 production,
thereby enabling efficient catalysis at reduced overpotential
(Scheme 2). Our recently reported preliminary results10 did not
support this hypothesis. Insteadof catalysis by solublefluorocobaltate
species, electrolysis of Coaq

II in HF/F� electrolyte results in

formation of catalytically active heterogeneous cobalt-oxide catalyst
films (CoOx

cfs). These observations closely resemble the recent
results of Nocera and co-workers, who have investigated CoOx

cfs
formed upon electrolysis of Coaq

II in the presence of inorganic
phosphate, borate, and other buffering electrolytes.11

Cobalt oxide materials have been studied extensively as
electrocatalysts for water oxidation, most thoroughly under alkaline
conditions. A table summarizing previous electrochemical studies of
cobalt-catalyzed water oxidation is provided in the Supporting
Information (Table S1).4b,c,12 Examples include various structural
classes of cobalt oxides andMCo2O4orCoM2O4 spinel andMCoO3

perovskite-type oxides (M = many alkaline, transition-metal, and
rare-earth cations).13 Cobalt, nickel, and mixed-metal oxide anodes
are currently employed in commercial alkaline electrolyzers.2e In
addition to the diversity of catalyst compositions, different morphol-
ogies ranging from amorphous oxides, crystalline nanoparticles, and
bulk crystals have been studied.4a�e,14 In situ formation of a CoOx

cf

on an electrode under buffered conditions was first reported over a
century ago;15 however, its significance was not realized at the time,
and systematic investigation of such films in water electrolysis
applications was not pursued until the late 1960s.14,16 The recent
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ABSTRACT: Building upon recent study of cobalt-oxide electro-
catalysts in fluoride-buffered electrolyte at pH 3.4, we have
undertaken a mechanistic investigation of cobalt-catalyzed water
oxidation in aqueous buffering electrolytes from pH 0�14. This
work includes electrokinetic studies, cyclic voltammetric analysis,
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopic stud-
ies. The results illuminate a set of interrelated mechanisms for
electrochemical water oxidation in alkaline, neutral, and acidic
media with electrodeposited Co-oxide catalyst films (CoOx

cfs) as
well as for a homogeneous Co-catalyzed electrochemical water
oxidation reaction. Analysis of the pH dependence of quasi-reversible features in cyclic voltammograms of the CoOx

cfs provides the
basis for a Pourbaix diagram that closely resembles a Pourbaix diagram derived from thermodynamic free energies of formation for a
family of Co-based layered materials. Below pH 3, a shift from heterogeneous catalysis producing O2 to homogeneous catalysis
yielding H2O2 is observed. Collectively, the results reported here provide a foundation for understanding the structure, stability, and
catalytic activity of aqueous cobalt electrocatalysts for water oxidation.
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work of Nocera and co-workers11 has drawn significant attention to
CoOx

cfs, including opportunities to use these electrocatalysts at
neutral and mildly basic pH through the appropriate selection of a
buffering electrolyte. This work has also provided fundamental
insights into the catalyst structure and the mechanism of water
oxidation, and the utility of these CoOx

cfs is amplified by their recent
integration with photoactive materials, such as zinc, tungsten, and
iron oxides, to facilitate light-driven water oxidation.17

In contrast to the studies noted above, cobalt electrocatalysts
for water oxidation under acidic conditions have received little
attention.18 The aqueous chemistry of cobalt solutions is complex
between pH 0�5, where hydrolysis and anation of Coaq

III is
significant.19,20 Chemical oxidants have been employed in combina-
tion with dissolved aquocobalt ions to achieve water oxidation,21

giving hydrogen peroxide as the initial product. In the presence of
CoIII, hydrogen peroxide undergoes disproportionation to O2 and
water; however, the kinetics and electrochemical potential for this
process differ substantially from oxygen evolution mediated by
CoOx

cfs.22

Fluoride is an important buffering electrolyte because it
enables CoOx

cf-mediated electrocatalytic water oxidation to
proceed under mildly acidic conditions (pH 3�4.5), a feature
that has implications for integrating electrocatalytic water oxida-
tion into artificial photosynthetic cells.23 To provide a foundation
for future applications of this type, we have undertaken a
systematic mechanistic study of electrochemical water oxidation
mediated by Co catalysts across a broad pH range (pH 0�14).
Electrokinetic studies provide evidence for two interrelated mechan-
isms of water oxidation that operate under acidic (pH < ∼3.5) or
mildly-acidic to basic conditions (pH > ∼3.5). Cyclic voltammetric
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopic studies of
the cobalt electrocatalysts under different conditions provide insights
into the identity of cobalt species present in the CoOx

cfs at different
pH and electrochemical potentials, including cobalt oxidation states
associated with individual intermediates in the catalytic mechanisms.
When these empirical pH/electrochemical potential data are plotted
in the form of a Pourbaix diagram, they show a high degree of
correlation with independent data derived from thermodynamic free
energies of formation for different aqueous andheterogeneous cobalt
species. This correlationprovides a basis for the structural assignment
of the active Co species involved in water oxidation and establishes a

thermodynamic basis for the structure, stability, and activity of such
catalysts.

’RESULTS

Cobalt-Catalyzed Water Oxidation in Fluoride-Buffered
Electrolyte. In our previous report,10 we described cyclic vol-
tammetry (CV) studies probing electrocatalytic water oxidation
in aqueous solutions of CoSO4 containing 0.1 or 1.0 M potassium
fluoride as a buffering electrolyte (pH 3.4).24 Atmoderate scan rates
(100 mV/s), voltammograms reveal a broad feature in the anodic
scan at 1.41 V, followed by a sharp onset of catalytic current at
approximately 1.5 V (Figure 1). A broad feature is evident at 1.28 V
in the cathodic scan that appears to combine with the 1.41 V anodic
feature to form a quasi-reversible redox couple, with midpoint
potential (Emp) ∼ 1.33 V. Sustained electrolysis at 1.48 V results
in deposition of a heterogeneous film on the fluorine-doped tin-
oxide (FTO) electrode, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
revealed that the deposit consists of a cobalt-oxygen-containing
material with a small amount of fluorine: CoO6.3(0.4F0.29(0.04 for a
sample deposited from 0.1M of F� buffer and CoO6.7(0.3F0.37(0.14

for a sample deposited from 1.0 M of F� buffer. Analogous to
observationsmade previously by others,11,14a,15a the electrodeposited
cobalt-oxide film exhibits catalytic activity for water oxidation in
electrolyte lackingCo ions; however, the activity of the film decreases
as the coating on the electrodedissolves over time.TheCo-oxide film
and dissolvedCo ions are in equilibrium at pH 3.4, and stable steady-
state catalytic current was possible in the presence of a low
concentration of soluble CoII in the electrolyte (e.g., 0.1�1 mM).
Monitoring oxygen evolution during steady-state electrolysis and
comparing with the amount of current passed revealed g95%
Faradaic yield of O2 (Figure 2).
The steady-state current observed with this electrocatalytic

system was monitored as a function of the applied overpotential for
water oxidation, enabling the construction of a Tafel plot (Figure 3).
A linear Tafel plot was obtained when electrolysis was carried out in
1.0 M F� (black diamonds), with a slope of 60 mV/decade. In
contrast, a discontinuity is evident in the Tafel plot derived from
electrolysis in 0.1 M of F� (Figure 3, gray circles and squares). At
higher overpotentials and current densities, the data shift from a
slope of 60 to 113 mV/decade, and this transition correlates with

Scheme 1. Oxidative (a) and Reductive (b) Half-Reactions
for Water Splitting (c)

Scheme 2. Initial Strategy To Achieve Catalytic Water Oxi-
dation via Electrochemical Regeneration of CoIIIF3

Figure 1. CV obtained with an FTO anode in 0.1 M of F� buffer at pH
3.4 containing 0.05 mM Co2+ (100 mV/s). The diagonal line (red)
connects the anodic (1.41 V) and cathodic (1.28 V) peaks of the quasi-
reversible feature prior to the catalytic wave; a dot (gray) indicates the
midpoint potential at 1.34 V.
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dissolution of the film from the electrode surface. In order to gain a
thorough understanding of the mechanistic origin of this behavior,
we investigated a systematic series of cobalt catalyst systems for
electrochemical water oxidation across a broad pH range.
Tafel Analysis of Cobalt-Catalyzed Electrochemical Water

Oxidation From pH 0�14. Preliminary studies of Co-catalyzed
electrochemical water oxidation revealed different behavior under
three sets of conditions: (1) at pH g ∼5.5, electrodeposited Co-
oxide catalyst films are stable, and sustained electrolysis is observed
without including additional CoII in the buffering electrolyte; (2)
at ∼3 e pH e ∼5.5, a heterogeneous Co-oxide electrocatalyst
exists in dynamic equilibrium with dissolved cobalt ions, and the
CoOx

cf dissolves during sustained electrolysis if insufficient cobalt
ion concentration is present in solution; and (3) at pH e ∼3, the
CoOx

cf dissolves, and no heterogeneous deposit is evident on the
electrode during electrochemical water oxidation.
On the basis of these observations, systematic electrochemical

studies of CoOx
cfs and CoII/electrolyte solutions were con-

ducted in the following manner. For studies above pH 5.5, one
of two methods was used to prepare the CoOx

cf. In the first

approach, based on the method of Chen and Noufi,14a a CoOx
cf

was electrodeposited from a 0.1 mM solution of CoII dissolved in
acetate electrolyte (pH 7.0) onto a FTO electrode. The resulting
coated electrode was then used to perform Tafel studies in
solutions of various buffering electrolytes. In the second method,
based on the recent studies of Nocera and co-workers,11 the CoOx

cf

was electrodeposited from 0.1 mM solutions of dissolved CoII ions
in an electrolyte of interest. Tafel data were then obtained from a
fresh solution of the same electrolyte lacking dissolved cobalt ions.
With each of these methods, catalyst depositions of 30�60 mC/
cm2 led to the formation of well-behaved CoOx

cfs that exhibited
reproducible Tafel behavior (see below). This deposition charge-
density produces thin-film catalysts with minimal potential drop
within the film thickness.11f For studies carried out below pH 5.5,
dissolved cobalt ions were needed to ensure steady-state stability of
the CoOx

cf (3 e pH e 5.5) or to serve as a homogeneous
electrocatalyst (pH e 3), and the Tafel electrolysis experiments
were performed directly in the CoII/electrolyte solution (initial
[CoII] = 1 mM). A control experiment performed at pH 1 under
cobalt-free conditions confirmed the electrocatalytic activity of
cobalt under acidic conditions.
The desired pH for these Tafel studies was established by

employing an appropriate buffering electrolyte, and the analysis
was performed with 0.1 and 1.0 M electrolyte concentrations
(Figure 4). It was necessary to allow passage of sufficient charge
at each potential step to ensure the system reached a steady state
in order to obtain reproducible linear Tafel plots.25 Qualitatively,
phosphate and fluorophosphate buffers at pH 7 and 4.8, respec-
tively, led to films with somewhat diminished activity, and the
deposition in 1 M of phosphate at pH 7 led to a gradual decay of
catalytic activity, even once quasi-steady-state current densities
were achieved (see Supporting Information). The exchange
current appears to follow no clear trend with buffer pH over
10 orders of magnitude in proton concentration (pH 3.5�14).
The variations that are observed may be due to surface coverage
or inhibition by buffers that can compete with water binding to
the catalyst.26 Slopes and exchange currents observed in this
work are listed in Table S2, Supporting Information.
The Tafel data in Figure 4 provide evidence for two different

mechanistic regimes. Above pH 4, the anode deposit gave a
consistent Tafel slope of 50�70 mV/decade with an exchange
current that was not pH or buffer dependent. At pH 2 and below,
no CoOx

cf deposit forms, and CoOx
cfs prepared ex situ on FTO

electrodes rapidly dissolve when current is passed. The Tafel data
obtained under these acidic conditions result in a slope of
110�130 mV, with a pH-dependent, but buffer-independent,
exchange current. These results may be compared to the Tafel
plot obtained with fluoride buffer at pH 3.4, for which the 0.1 M
data exhibit features consistent with both mechanistic regimes
(i.e., a change in the Tafel slope from 60 to 113 mV/decade and a
transition from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous Co catalyst),
depending on the current density (Figure 3). As discussed
further below, these observations are consistent with a change
in the catalyst identity and the rate-determining step of water
oxidation at a pH between 3�3.5.
Electrocatalytic water oxidation with the homogeneous Co

catalyst under acidic conditions was analyzed to establish the
dependence of the rate on [Co] and [H+]. At pH 1, electrolysis
was performed at a potential of 1830 mV vs NHE with variable
amounts of initial [CoII] in solution. Steady-state currents exhibit
a saturation dependence on the cobalt concentration (Figure 5).
In light of the formation of heterogeneous Co-oxide films at a

Figure 3. Steady-state Tafel data acquired with FTO anodes at pH 3.4
in 0.1 and 1M of F� buffers containing 1 mM of Co2+. A heterogeneous
deposit formed on the anode during electrolysis. A slope of 60 mV/
decade was observed in 1 M of F� (black diamonds) and at low current
densities in 0.1 M of F� (gray squares). At high current density in 0.1 M
F� (gray circles), a slope of 113mV/decade was observed, together with
dissolution of the heterogeneous catalyst film.

Figure 2. Theoretical (dashed black) and observed (solid red) O2

formed as functions of time in 1.0M and pH 3.4 fluoride buffer. Negative
values of the theoretical oxygen amount reflect the charge consumed in
oxidation of the Co2+ catalyst precursor.
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higher pH, we hypothesize that these results arise from a cobalt
adsorption process that occurs prior to the rate-limiting step at this
pH (see Discussion Section). Reflecting this interpretation, the data
can be fit to a Langmuir isotherm (eq 1 and curve fit in Figure 5).
Constant-current electrolysis at�10 μA/cm2 was performed in the
presence of 1 mMof cobalt, while the pHwas varied from 0.15 to 2.

Steady-state potentials plotted versus pH (Figure 6) reveal a 121
mV/pH trend, consistent with a 2 H+/e� process.

iðmAÞ ¼ � 0:007� 0:05
0:325½Co�

1 þ 0:325½Co�
� �

ðmMÞ ð1Þ

Electrolyses performed under conditions that are compatible
with a stable CoOx

cf result in near-quantitative Faradaic yields for
O2 evolution (e.g., see Figure 2),28 as has been observed
previously.4,10,11 In contrast, electrolysis of 1 mM of Co in
0.1 M tetrafluoroborate electrolyte with η = 680 mV at pH 2.1
(1.79 V vs NHE) showed initial Faradaic efficiencies far from
unity followed by an increase in the O2 production rate,
eventually reaching a plateau at the expected value (Figure 7).
This observation is consistent with studies of Co-mediated water
oxidation under acidic conditions using chemical oxidants, which
support the formation of hydrogen peroxide as the water oxida-
tion product.21 Treatment of aliquots of the anolyte with iodide
showed signs of peroxide through the formation of the brown-
colored I3

� ion.29 The ability of cobalt to catalyze the dispro-
portionation of H2O2

30 prevented quantitation of H2O2 yields in
the acidic electrolysis solutions.
CV Studies of Cobalt-Containing Electrolytes From pH

0�14.CVs of CoOx
cfs reveal the presence of quasi-reversible redox

couples at potentials lower than the catalytic wave (cf. Figure 1 and

Figure 4. Tafel plots for cobalt-catalyzed electrochemical water oxidation performed in the various buffering electrolytes listed.27 CoOx
cf
films formed

in situ were then electrolyzed in an identical electrolyte buffer, either with or without soluble cobalt. Films formed ex-situ were prepared by Noufi’s
method.14a In 0.1 M of F� at pH 3.4 and at current densities greater than the break in slope (plot 6b), the CoOx

cf is unstable.

Figure 5. Plot of cobalt-catalyzed electrochemical water oxidation
current as a function of cobalt concentration in pH 1 0.1 M of sulfate at
1830 mV vs NHE. Circles are experimental data; line is a fitted Langmuir
isotherm (eq 1; R2 = 0.987).
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previous reports11b,12a,14a,31). In order to perform a systematic
analysis of these features, CVs were acquired from pH 2�13 by
employing a number of different buffering electrolytes, including
hydroxide, vanadate, carbonate, borate, methylphosphonate, phos-
phate, trifluoromethanesulfonamide, fluorophosphate, fluoride, and
sulfate. The number and the position of the redox couples are depen-
dent upon the pHof the electrolysis solution (Figure 8). At and above
pH 8, two distinct redox processes are evident (Figure 8a�e), which
exhibit different dependencies on the pH (see below and Supporting
Information). From pH 3�8, the prefeatures merge with each other,
and only one redox couple is observed at potentials below the catalytic
wave (Figure 8f�i). At pH≈3, the anodic process disappears into the
catalytic wave, leaving only a broad cathodic peak (Figure 8j and k).
Below this pH, no heterogeneous deposit is observed. Even under
acidic conditions, however, an increase in current relative to back-
ground is observed in electrolytes with millimolar concentrations of
cobalt ions. Similar cyclic voltammograms were observed with FTO
anodes coated with Co3O4 nanoparticles (Figure S4, Supporting
Information),4c indicating that the redox processes preceding
catalysis are independent of the initial form of the catalyst.

Midpoint potentials for the quasi-reversible redox couples
were established from the peak potentials of the corresponding
anodic and cathodic features (see gray lines and black dots on the
CVs in Figure 8). For cases in which overlapping features obscured
peak positions, inflection points were identified from the derivative
of the CV trace (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Scan-rate
variation showed little effect on the midpoint potentials determined
by this method (Figures S6�S8, Supporting Information). The
midpoint potentials, together with the potential of the catalytic
waves, were plotted as a function of pH (Figure 9), and the data
show a high degree of correlation with a Pourbaix diagram derived
from literature data for standard free energies of formation for
soluble and insoluble cobalt aquo/hydroxide/oxide species.32,33

This correlation enables the quasi-reversible CV features to be
assigned to known pH-dependent redox processes for aqueous
cobalt, in cases for which free energies of formation are available.34

As an example, the first redox process observed in the pH∼ 8�9.5
range can be assigned to the oxidation of soluble CoII(OH2)6 to an
insoluble cobalt oxyhydroxide material with concomitant loss of
three protons (eq 2).35 A full set of equilibria associated with the
observed redox processes is provided in the Supporting Information.
As discussed further below, this Pourbaix analysis has important
implications for understanding the redox events that occur in the
formation of the CoOx

cf from dissolved cobalt ions and within the
CoOx

cf after it forms on the electrode and the identity of the active
cobalt-oxide species involved in water oxidation.

Coaq
2þ h CoðOÞOH þ 3Hþ þ e�

E ¼ 1:747V � 0:059 log½Coaq2þ� � 0:177pH ð2Þ

EPR Spectroscopic Analysis of CoOx
cfs. EPR spectroscopy

has been used previously to establish the presence of CoII and

Figure 7. Theoretical (dashed black) and observed (solid red) oxygen
amounts as functions of time in 0.1 M and pH 2.1 tetrafluoroborate
buffer (1.79 V vs NHE). O2 concentrations were monitored with a
fluorescence-quench probe (see Supporting Information for details).

Figure 8. Representative cyclic voltammograms of CoOx
cfs on FTO

anodes obtained by scanning at 1 mV/s in the electrolytes buffered at the
indicated pH: (a) pH 13 hydroxide, (b) pH 11.6 vanadate, (c) pH 10.3
carbonate, (d) pH 9.2 borate, (e) pH 8 methylphosphonate, (f) pH 7.0
phosphate, (g) pH 6.3 trifluoromethylsulfonamide (vertical scale reduced
10�), and (h) pH 4.8 fluorophosphate. CVs obtained from electrolyte
solutions containing 0.5 mM of CoSO4: (i) pH 3.4 fluoride, (j) pH 2.1
phosphate, and (k) pH 2.0 sulfate; and (l) Co-free pH 2 background. Gray
lines indicate the quasi-reversible redox couples, and black dots identify the
corresponding midpoint potentials. Potentials are relative to NHE, and
currents are vertically offset for visibility.

Figure 6. Plot of potential (vs Ag/AgCl) for cobalt-catalyzed electro-
chemical water oxidation performed at�10 μA/cm2 in 1.0 M of sulfate
(slope of �121 mV/pH) as a function of pH.
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CoIV sites in heterogeneous cobalt oxide materials,36,37 includ-
ing the recent detection of CoIV in phosphate-buffered
CoOx

cfs.11d We have used similar methods to analyze CoOx
cfs

obtained from different electrolysis conditions in order to
facilitate characterization of the redox changes within the
catalyst and identify the formation of CoIV-containing species
at different pH and applied potential.

Continuous-wave (CW) EPR spectra were recorded under
nonsaturating, slow-passage conditions at 6 K. A series of X-band
(ca. 9.5 GHz) spectra were obtained from samples formed at pH
9 in borate buffer at applied potentials ranging from 500�1000
mV vs NHE (Figure 10). At 500 and 600 mV vs NHE, the EPR
spectrum is dominated by a broad derivative line shape with peak
intensity at ∼120 mT. This signal is characteristic of an octahedral
high-spin (S = 3/2) CoII species,11d,38 which could reflect residual
CoIIaq from the deposition buffer or CoII sites in a predominantly
CoIII material.39 The spectra lack a signal characteristic of tetrahedral
CoII,38a suggesting that little or no Co3O4 is present in these
samples.40 The increase in the S = 3/2 CoII signal from 500 to 600
mV probably arises from decreased interactions between CoII sites
which become more dilute in a low-spin CoIII matrix at higher
potential.41 Beginning at 700 mV, a feature at geff ≈ 2.3 is observed,
and as the potential is increased to 800 mV, the geff ≈ 2.3 signal
intensity increases with a concomitant decrease in the CoII signal.
This geff ≈ 2.3 signal is similar to the EPR signal recently observed
from CoOx

cfs prepared in phosphate-buffered electrolyte, which was
assigned to a CoIV species.11d Further support for this assignment
comes from the similarity of these signals to those observed in
NaxCoO2 (0.65 e x e 0.75) samples.42 In addition, M€ossbauer
spectroscopic evidence has been reported for CoIV in Co-oxide films
produced by a similar borate-buffered electrodeposition procedure.43

As the potential is raised from800 to 1000mV, the signal decreases in
intensity and shifts slightly to higher resonant fields (Table 1). The
origin of this phenomenon is not certain, but it can be rationalized by
an increased concentration of CoIV in the higher-potential films,
creating a magnetically nondilute environment. Spin�spin, dipolar-
broadening interactions between CoIV sites could explain the reduc-
tion in signal intensity and the shift in the effective g-value. A similar
effect has been observed previously in related CoIV-containing mate-
rials.42The correlationbetween theCV features (see inset, Figure 10)
and the changes in EPR signals associated with the consumption
of CoII and formation of CoIV observed at pH 9 (Figure 10) indi-
cates that the two quasi-reversible CV features correspond to CoIIf
CoIII and CoIIIf CoIV redox steps. The observation that CoIV first
appears at 700 mV, but significant catalytic turnover does not arise
until ∼950 mV (see inset, Figure 10), indicates that the mere

Figure 10. X-band EPR spectra acquired at 6 K on CoOx
cf deposited

from pH 9 borate buffer at: (a) 500, (b) 600, (c) 700, (d) 800, (e) 900,
and (f) 1000 mV (microwave frequency = 9.481 GHz). Intensities are
scaled to the mass of each sample with uniform acquisition parameters.
Inset shows a cyclic voltamogram acquired at the same pH with the
potentials of each sample indicated by vertical bars.

Table 1. X-Band geff Values of CoOx
cf Samples Prepared at

Various Potentials in Borate and Fluoride Buffersa

potential (mV vs NHE) Co(IV) geff

pH 9BorateDeposition

700 2.39

800 2.36

900 2.29

1000 2.23

pH3.4 FluorideDeposition

1430 2.23

1580 2.23

1580b 2.31

1680 2.29
aCoOx

cf samples were prepared from borate- or fluoride-buffered
electrolyses and stored at 77 K, following an ∼12 min sample prepara-
tion time. See Supporting Information for details. bCoOx

cf sample main-
tained at ambient temperature for an additional 10 min prior to cooling
to 77 K.

Figure 9. Pourbaix diagram showing the pH/potential characteristics
of the precatalytic features evident in CVs, such as those in Figure 8,
obtained from CoOx

cfs in diverse buffering electrolytes. Symbols denote
the following redox features: 9, potential at which the catalytic wave in
the CV is equal in magnitude to the anodic prefeature;[, position of the
midpoint potential for the first quasi-reversible wave; 2, position of the
midpoint potential for the second quasi-reversible wave; andb, position
of the midpoint potential in cases where only a single prefeature is
observed. Solid red lines show the pH/potential equilibria of soluble
and insoluble cobalt oxide and hydroxide species shown in black with
[Co2+] = 10�7 M from data in ref 32; dashed lines indicate equilibria for
species shown in gray calculated from experimental data.33
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presence of CoIV in the film is not sufficient to induce catalytic water
oxidation.
The presence of CoIV in CoOx

cfs at other pH values and
electrode potentials was probed via X-band EPR spectroscopy.
CoOx

cf samples included those obtained from fluoride (pH 3.4,
1430�1680mV), phosphate (pH7, 1250mV), carbonate (pH10.3,
1350 mV), and hydroxide (pH 13, 0.582 mV) electrolytes. An EPR
signal consistent with the presence of CoIV (geff≈ 2.2�2.4), similar
to those detected in borate- and phosphate-buffered films, was
evident in each of these samples (Figure 11, Table 1, and Figure
S15, Supporting Information). In addition, a feature was observed at
geff = 1.99 in the spectrum of the CoOx

cf sample prepared in fluoride-
buffered electrolyte at 1480 mV, a potential at which catalytic water
oxidation is significant (Figure 12a). A CW Q-band (ca. 34 GHz)
spectrum of this sample was also obtained, allowing better resolution
of the system(Figure12b).This spectrumexhibits a broad signalwith
observed g-values of 2.59, 2.17, and 1.99. A narrower signal with an
observed g-value = 1.995 is also evident. These results indicate that
multiple paramagnetic species are present during catalytic water
oxidation, possibly arising from distinct types of CoIV sites in the
catalyst with different coordination environments and/or the forma-
tion of an oxygen-centered radical. Efforts to identify the sources of
these reproducibly observed signals are ongoing; however, these
preliminary data suggest high-frequency EPR studies should enable

more-thorough electronic structural characterization of the high-
oxidation-state sites formed in CoOx

cfs during catalytic turnover.

’DISCUSSION

In recent years, Nocera and co-workers11 and others44,45 have
provided key insights into the identity and the catalytic mechanism
of CoOx

cfs.46 The present data expand upon the previous work in at
least two significant ways: (1) the Pourbaix analysis and EPR
spectroscopic studies establish a rigorous foundation for assigning
the structural identity and redox states of the CoOx

cfs under
different conditions, including the species involved in the water
oxidation reaction, and (2) the electrokinetic data provide the basis
for an interrelated set of mechanisms that account for catalyst
formation and water oxidation under a wide range of conditions,
from pH 0�14.

The electrochemical features present in the CVs of the
CoOx

cfs exhibit a high degree of correlation with a Pourbaix
diagram derived from thermodynamic properties of a series of
cobalt-oxide layered structures. The simplest hydrous Co(OH)2
structure features layers of octahedral CoII coordinated by basal
μ3-OH ligands.47 An octahedral coordination environment for
CoII in the CoOx

cfs is supported by EPR spectroscopic data
acquired from samples prepared at low potentials, as these data
are inconsistent with tetrahedral CoII sites, such as those present
in Co3O4 spinel structures. The pH-dependent redox processes
in the CoOx

cfs (Figure 9)48 can be readily accommodated in
these “layered double-hydroxide” structures because the layers
can sustain oxidation-state changes at cobalt, while retaining the
same metal coordination geometries and the overall layered
structure.49 Increases in the layer charge resulting from CoII f
CoIII f CoIV oxidation and decreases in charge arising from O2

evolution can be compensated by proton transfers involving
μ3-OH or μ3-O bridging ligands or by rapid movement of coun-
terions into and out of the interlayer (Figure 13). The location
and identity of the interlayer ions are nonspecific, but conjugate
bases of weak acids (e.g., F�, HPO4

2-) can mediate proton
transfers in concert with electron-transfer reactions.50 The spatial
extent of the layered structures is constrained by previously
reported X-ray diffraction data, which indicate that the CoOx

cfs
do not exhibit long-range order and limit the size of any crystal-
lites to dimensions of 10�100 Å.10,51,52 Therefore, we propose
that the amorphous bulk films are composed of an ensemble of
polydisperse and oligomeric, yet layered, cobaltate structures.53

This layered structure model, which emerges from the Pour-
baix analysis, complements and elaborates upon the CoOx

cf

Figure 11. Identification of pH/electrode potential conditions at which
CoOx

cf samples were prepared and analyzed by EPR spectroscopy. The
symbols, + and�, denote the cobalt EPR signal obtainedunder the indicated
conditions: + corresponds to an EPR signal associatedwith low-spinCoIV,�
corresponds to an EPR signal associated with octahedral S = 3/2 CoII, and
gray 9 indicates the potentials for the catalytic wave. At 700 mV applied
potential in pH 9 borate electrolyte, both EPR signals are observed.

Figure 12. CW EPR spectra acquired at 6 K on CoOx
cf deposited from pH 3.4 F� buffer at 1480 mV vs NHE at: (a) X-band (microwave frequency = 9.481

GHz, T = 6 K, and microwave power = 1.0 mW) and (b) Q-band (microwave frequency = 34.766 GHz, T = 10 K, and microwave power = 0.06 mW).
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structures proposed on the basis of short-range structural
information obtained from extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) data. Dau et al. proposed that the catalyst is
composed of mixtures of complete and incomplete cobalt-oxo
cubanes,44 whereas Nocera, Yachandra, and co-workers favored a
structure composed of tiled, edge-sharing octahedra.11e Our data
are more consistent with the latter and further suggest that the
oligocobaltate lamellae are stacked, resulting in a three-dimen-
sional layered double-hydroxide structure. The nature of the
EXAFS technique limits its ability to provide information about
the extent to which the oligocobaltates form layers or their
polydispersity.54 The oxidation-state assignments derived from
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) data are in accord with
those expected on the basis of the Pourbaix diagram shown in
Figure 9. The large degree of hydration and nonstoichiometric
incorporporation of electrolyte anions that we10 and others55

have observed via XPS analysis of CoOx
cfs is consistent with a

hydrous layered double-hydroxide structure.56 This hydrated
structure is supported by reports that electrochemically pro-
duced, layered R-Co(O)OH 3 nH2O can exhibit a hydration
number, n, that is dependent upon the electrolyte.57

Cobalt-based layered double-hydroxides have been studied
extensively in other contexts.49 These materials are often as-
signed a heterogenite stoichiometry [i.e., Co(O)OH(s)]; how-
ever, several polytypes can arise upon oxidation, differing in the
placement of interlayer ions and the alignment of the stacked
layers.58 Deprotonation of layered-double-hydroxide Co(O)OH
materials in the presence of an appropriate counterion produces
the well-known layered cobaltates, such as NaCoO2.

59 The
oxidation of cobaltates is well-studied; for M1�xCoO2, where
M = Na or Li, there has been much interest in energy storage
applications.60 Oxidized Na1�xCoO2 (x > 0.6) has been shown
to react with water, although this reactivity has not been studied
in the context of catalytic water oxidation.61 Materials consisting
of H1�xCoO2 have received less thorough attention;58,62 how-
ever, analogous MnIII/IV oxide minerals are known as birnessite
and buserite, which are distinguished by the presence of a layer of
water molecules in buserite that form a hydrogen-bond network
between the metal oxide layers present in the original brucite-like
layers.63,64 The end member, CoO2 (x = 1), has been the subject

of considerable investigation, including recent isolation and
structural characterization in pure form.61b,65

The Pourbaix analysis of the CoOx
cfs enables the assignment

of redox states within the catalyst under different conditions and
the identity of the oxide species relevant to water oxidation.
These oxidation-state assignments are supported by the EPR
data (Figures 10�12). The formation of CoIV in the CoOx

cf at
potentials several hundred mV below the onset of appreciable
catalytic current at pH 9 and 13 implies that the resting state of
the catalyst contains CoIV but must undergo further oxidation at
a higher potential prior to its reaction with water. Otherwise, the
catalytic wave would appear in place of the quasi-reversible
feature. A similar phenomenon is evident in the nonaqueous
oxidation of LiCoO2, wherein oxidation of the Co

III sites to CoIV

to afford CoO2-like species requires a higher potential than that
required for initial formation of CoIV sites in LiCoO2.

65 Appear-
ance of the g= 1.995 signal in theQ-band EPR spectrum provides
some preliminary evidence that the CoOx

cf progresses beyond
the CoIII/IV oxidation level (Figure 12).

Co-oxide spinels (e.g., Co3O4) have received considerable
attention in studies of catalytic water oxidation.4b,c,13c�13g,66

Relative to layered double-hydroxide materials, spinels would
require substantial rearrangements of the metal-oxide lattice
during oxidation or reduction. Moreover, the lack of a tetrahedral
CoII EPR signal associated with Co3O4 spinel

40 argues against
the presence of such structures in CoOx

cfs. The previously
reported EXAFS and XAS data also lack evidence for spinel-type
structures,11e,44 and the stability domain of Co3O4 spinel lies well
below the thermodynamic oxidation potential for water under all
pH conditions.67,32,34 Spinel-type cobalt-oxide materials and
nanoparticles that have been used in cobalt-catalyzed water
oxidation display similar kinetic properties to those observed
with CoOx

cfs.4c,13f,13g In light of the redox steps and chemical
reactions required to achieve water oxidation, it is reasonable to
expect that the surfaces of spinel-type materials are remodeled
into layered double-hydroxide-type structures during catalytic
turnover. Direct evidence for this type of structural remodeling
has recently been reported by Yeo and Bell.45

The voltametric and spectroscopic data discussed above give
information about what species are present in the CoOx

cf below
and at potentials that induce water oxidation. The electrokinetic
data provide insights into the roles these species play in the
catalytic water oxidation reaction. The Tafel data in Figure 4
exhibit the same slope from mildly acidic to strongly alkaline
conditions, indicating that the same mechanism (or at least a set
of electrochemically similar mechanisms) is operative across a
broad pH range. The pH 3�4 range appears to mark the acidic
finis terrae for heterogeneous cobalt oxide, as indicated by the
shift to a higher Tafel slope at lower pH and the break in the slope
in 0.1 M pH 3.4 F� buffer. The change to higher Tafel slope
coincides with a decrease in oxygen production and stripping of
the anode deposit during sustained electrolysis. The pH 3�4
range is also noteworthy for containing the intersection in the
Pourbaix diagram (Figure 9), where a CoIII/IV-oxide (vide supra)
is predicted to become capable of disproportionating to CoO2

and aqueous CoII.
The formation of a CoOx

cf from an aqueous solution of CoII in
a buffering electrolyte (i.e., pH > 3) arises upon applying a
suitably oxidizing potential to the anode. The identities of the
oxidized cobalt species reflect the conditions underwhich the deposit
is formed, as illustrated in the Pourbaix diagram. From pH∼8�9.5,
oxidation of aqueous CoII results in formation of a heterogeneous

Figure 13. Depiction of cobalt-oxide layered structures that can under-
go pH-dependent redox changes without large lattice variations. During
catalytic water oxidation, counterion movements and proton transfers
can rapidly compensate for changes in layer charge arising from changes
in the cobalt oxidation states.
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Co(O)OH material, which corresponds to a 3 H+/e� process
(Scheme 3; 1f 2f 3). Subsequent 1 e� oxidation of this material
and concomitant loss of a proton produces the CoIII/IV catalyst
resting state, 4. Under mildly acidic-to-neutral conditions (pH ∼
3�8), the Co(O)OH material is thermodynamically unstable, and
oxidation of aqueous CoII results in the deposition of the CoIII/IV

material 4. This process is associated with a 7 H+/3 e� trend.68

Under basic conditions (pH∼10�12), oxidation of heterogeneous
CoII(OH)2 (2) proceeds in a stepwise process,2f3f4 at discrete
oxidation potentials. Under these conditions, 4 is deprotonated. This
mechanism for formation of CoOx

cfs at oxidizing potentials suggests
that the ‘self-healing’ nature of the CoOx

cfs is an emergent property
of the underlying thermodynamics of the system.

Tafel plots acquired from buffered conditions from pH
∼3.5�14 exhibit a slope of ∼60 mV/decade. Much effort has
been expended in the theoretical analysis of Tafel slopes asso-
ciated with multistep electrochemical processes,2e,f,13a,46,69 and
this slope is consistent with a mechanism that has one electro-
chemical preequilibrium step preceding a rate-limiting chemical

step. Other electrochemical steps prior to the rate-limiting step
(such as those related to catalyst deposition) are driven to
completion at significant overpotentials and do not contribute
to the observed Tafel kinetics. A mechanism similar to Scheme 3
has been elaborated recently by Nocera et al. in the context of
CoOx

cf-catalyzed water oxidation from pH ∼7�9.11f The pre-
sent data reveal that a similar mechanism is retained over a broad
pH range. In addition, the EPR spectroscopic and cyclic voltam-
metric data distinguish among CoOx

cf intermediates 3, 4, and 5
and establish that the CoOx

cf exists as a CoIII/IV-oxide resting
state (4) during catalytic turnover. According to the proposed
mechanism, pre-equilibrium oxidation of 4 results in formation
of a reactive CoO2-like intermediate 5 that undergoes rate-
limiting O�O bond formation. The latter step probably involves
a reaction of water with 5, rather than a reaction between lattice
oxygen atoms, because previously studied Li1�xCoO2 and CoO2

materials do not evolve oxygen in the absence of water.61,65 The
Pourbaix diagram indicates that the pre-equilibrium between 4 and
5 strongly favors 4 at the potentials associated with significant
catalytic current.

Below pH 3, there is no visible anode deposit, and the observed
Tafel slope is∼120mV/decade. The latter result is consistentwith a
mechanism involving rate-limiting one-electron transfer, with no
kinetically relevant electrochemical pre-equilibria. The cobalt and
pH dependence of the exchange current under acidic conditions is
consistent with a nonredox adsorption/deprotonation equilibrium,
1a 2, indicated in step 1 of Scheme 4. Specifically, the saturation
cobalt dependence reflects a Langmuir isotherm (Figure 5), and the
[H+]�2 dependence (Figure 6)matches that expected for the loss of
two protons in the formation of 2. Oxidation of the adsorbed CoII

species 2 to 3 corresponds to the rate-limiting one-electron process

Scheme 3. Deposition of CoOx
cf and CoOx

cf-Catalyzed
Water Oxidation under Mildly-Acidic to Basic Conditions
with Buffering Electrolytesa

aCobalt oxide intermediates shown are shorthand for adsorbed sites on
the electrode surface or a layered double-hydroxide material as depicted
in Figure 13. Oxo species are depicted schematically and may have
significant O-centered radical character and/or a bond order other than
2. Step 6 is a composite of several rapid reactions that take place after the
rate-limiting step.

Scheme 4. Oxidation of Water Catalyzed by Cobalt in Un-
buffered Conditionsa

aCobalt oxide intermediates shown are shorthand for adsorbed sites on
the electrode surface or a layered double-hydroxide material, such as
those shown in Figure 13, which is in the process of being stripped from
the electrode. Oxo species are depicted schematically and may have
significant O-centered radical character and/or a bond order <2.
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implicated by the Tafel data. That the rate does not increase at
higher electrolyte concentration indicates that the mechanism does
not proceed by general-base catalysis. The coordinating ability of
certain electrolyte anions, such as phosphate, can lead to inhibition
of the rate, as revealed by the shift in Tafel curves between 0.1 and
1.0 M phosphate electrolyte at pH 2 (Figure 4).26,70

Under acidic conditions, there is no base capable of accepting a
proton upon oxidation of theCo(O)OH intermediate3 (Scheme 4,
step 3), and PCET-mediated formation of the CoIII/IV-oxide 4 is
prevented. Instead, the data can be rationalized by a mechanism in
which oxidation of 3 takes place to afford a CoIV species 7 that
dissolves from the surface, promoted by the accumulationof positive
charge. The oxygen evolution data implicate the formation ofH2O2,
which subsequently undergoes disproportionation (Scheme 4,
step 8).21 CoIV intermediates similar to 7 have been invoked to
explain homogeneous oxidation of water to H2O2, catalyzed by
cobalt in the presence of chemical oxidants.21a,d The formation of
H2O2 from such species suggests that hydrolysis of an O�O-
bonded species proceeds more rapidly than the additional oxidation
steps needed to form O2. With a heterogeneous CoOx

cf, an O�O-
bonded intermediate, such as 6 in Scheme 3, can undergo rapid
electron transfer to other CoIV sites in the material or to the
electrode to enable selective evolution of O2.

Adsorbed cobalt species are ephemeral at low pH, and
aqueous CoII ion 1 represents the catalyst resting state.
Oxidation of the Co(O)OH species 3 (Scheme 4, step 7),
which leads to stripping of cobalt from the surface, takes place
after the rate-limiting step and is thus fast relative to the
oxidation of the transient CoII species 2. In the unique case of
0.1 M F� electrolyte at pH ∼3.5, the increase in Tafel slope
and the dissolution of the CoOx

cf at higher overpotentials
suggest that the rate of one-electron oxidation of 3 exceeds
the ability of the buffer to promote a PCET process at the
anode. As a result, the mechanism changes from O�O bond
formation mediated by heterogeneous CoOx

cf to homoge-
neous CoIV as the electode potential (and current density)
increases.

’CONCLUSION

In this study, electrochemical water oxidation with cobalt
catalysts has been investigated from pH 0�14 by employing a
number of complementary methods, including cyclic voltamme-
try, Tafel analysis, and EPR spectroscopy. The collective data
reveal that the electrodeposition of catalytically active CoOx

cfs
corresponds to the formation of heterogeneous, oligomeric,
cobalt-based layered double-hydroxide materials. The stability
and the oxidation and protonation states of thesematerials reflect
their instrinsic thermodynamic properties reflected in a Pourbaix
diagram. The local structures of these materials are dynamic
during catalytic turnover, owing to changes in the oxidation
states of the cobalt atoms and the flux of protons associated with
the water oxidation process. The results presented here indicate
that the primary role of the buffering electrolyte is to establish
the pH of the electrolysis medium. The catalytic mechanism
and the reaction product are dependent on pH and dissolved
cobalt concentration. At acidic pH, homogeneous catalysis leads
to hydrogen peroxide production. Above pH ∼3.5, heteroge-
neous CoOx

cfs serve as the active electrocatalyst and lead to
exclusive four-electron oxidation of water to O2. Under both
conditions, O�O bond formation is proposed to arise from the
reaction of water with oxo CoIV, a soluble mononuclear oxo CoIV

species under acidic conditions, and a CoO2-like species in the
CoOx

cf-catalyzed reaction.
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